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ABSTRACT
In today‘s era of easy access to information, online consumers have become more
informed in their decision making about the products they would like to buy. Online
product reviews have played a key role in the increase in consumer awareness and
online research activities about products. Due to the vast number of product reviews
(in thousands) for each item, it becomes cumbersome to makes sense of all the infor-
mation and form a perspective or develop a sentiment about the product. In order
to tackle this problem, large websites such as Amazon provide a helpfulness score
along with each review, to help uninformed consumers get an idea of the authentic-
ity, quality and perspective of a particular review, which are written by consumers
themselves having experience in purchasing or using that product.
We aim to study reviews from the Amazon product review dataset and under-
stand how various review attributes influence the review helpfulness score as well as,
how this influence varies across diverse product categories. For this purpose, we will
look at key statistical features from the star-ratings as well as context based features
extracted from the reviews. As an addition to our existing task, we will also discuss
possible origins of biases in the system and look at model building approaches that
can reduce the effect of intrinsic biases in a particular product’s review helpfulness
voting activity. This research will contribute significantly towards understanding the
characteristics of helpful product reviews across different categories and lay founda-
tions for future methods for preventing biased helpfulness voting on online product
review platforms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ubiquity of e-commerce retail has brought about a paradigm shift in the
consumer shopping experience. Over the last two decades, the boom of the .com
revolution has percolated into most, if not all aspects of our lives; day-to-day shop-
ping being no exception [9].
As e-commerce businesses are becoming the new norm for consumer shopping,
there is another evolving trend that is not widely discussed – consumer decision mak-
ing. Consumers today have a truly exceptional medium to communicate (‘instant’
in terms of speed and ‘global’ in terms of scale), as well as terabytes of product
data to explore, analyze and make informed decisions on their purchases; something
which was inconceivable two decades ago. The modern day shopper has become more
knowledgeable and selective about buying products than his historical counterpart,
and reads product reviews more frequently [12]. This selectivity comes from the abil-
ity to leverage data in the form of product experiences/feedback by other consumers,
enabling a modern-day shopper to make informed decisions on purchasing products.
Product reviews are key contributors to this skeptic and research-driven be-
haviour of online shoppers. Reviews are essentially feedback, opinions and/or sum-
maries of other shoppers that have had experiences purchasing or using a particular
product. Why are product reviews useful? Simply because they add a layer of trans-
parency to a product’s attributes – such as utility, quality/durability, or performance.
This feedback is particularly useful to prospective buyers that are deciding on pur-
chasing that product. Moreover, many product reviews also provide feedback on the
service platform (such as Amazon delivery experience) or on the sellers (reflecting
the company brand). Such form of information albeit highly opinionated, is useful
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to online shoppers that may be looking to buy a product in that category for the
first time. Finally, product reviews are public which allows the entire marketplace
community to view this information.
Figure 1.1: Product review example on Amazon
1.1 Review Helpfulness
Apart from being helpful to online shoppers, product reviews are also abundant in
volume and can be quite overwhelming to go through exhaustively. To alleviate this
issue of information overload, e-commerce retail companies like Amazon have come
up with a scoring methodology which provides a validity metric on the review itself:
a review “helpfulness voting” system. This allows users to sort product reviews by
their helpfulness scores allowing them to read a few of the most-helpful reviews and
quickly make decisions, thereby improving the overall shopping experience.
When users read a review, they have the option of providing their feedback as to
whether they found the review to be helpful or not. The previous score is also visible
to a reader. Figure 1.1 shows a typical Amazon product review with the feedback
question shown at the bottom, and the current helpfulness score shown at the top.
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The helpfulness score indicates how many people found a particular review helpful as
opposed to not helpful. This voting methodology adds an additional layer of quality
control and enables the community to act in a self-regulatory way; reviews by the
community are being voted on as “helpful” or “not helpful” by the community itself.
1.2 Bias in Review Helpfulness Voting
Since product reviews are an important factor in consumers’ decision making
on product purchases, they also impact product sales and the overall seller rev-
enue/profit. Therefore, manipulation of product reviews becomes an easy route for
dishonest agents, who try to alter certain review attributes to drive their sales. Such
malpractice is prevalent on e-commerce review platforms. A few years ago, it was
“fake reviews” by bots/fake accounts [32], which has been alleviated to a large extent
on sites like Amazon, and are continually being eradicated [31] [26].
However, manipulation of review helpfulness votes has emerged as a new chal-
lenge to e-commerce platforms [15]. Bad actors are able to pose as “interested buy-
ers” and generate a bias in helpfulness voting. To further exacerbate this problem,
there are 3rd-party vendors that offer SEO-like services to boost upvotes and sup-
press downvotes using external agents [1] [27]. They can either selectively up-vote
critical/negative reviews of their competitors as “helpful” or over-the-top positive
reviews of their own products. Such externally generated biases can cause significant
shifts in review rankings, influence consumer decisions and affect overall product sales
[5]. Figure 1.2 shows various instances of helpfulness voting manipulation, including
Amazon seller forums.
Another source of bias on online review platforms is of a more intrinsic nature -
users’ preferences [30]. Different consumers that read reviews find different aspects of
the review helpful. For example, a review on an electronic product like headphones
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Figure 1.2: Various articles on manipulation of Amazon review helpfulness votes
may say “used it for 3 days. great product. love it!”. This review can be perceived
as helpful by some consumers since the reviewer expresses his/her opinion on the
product and provides sentiment information as well. But it is not surprising if another
consumer does not find it helpful, possibly due to the lack of a more detailed analysis
(e.g., a clear comparison of pros versus cons). Such forms of biases can affect product
sales and create an unfair marketplace for consumers, as well as sellers.
1.3 Research Goals
This thesis research aims to understand the constituents of helpful reviews, ana-
lyze sources of bias in online reviews and explore machine learning based models that
can compensate for this bias in review helpfulness voting. We evaluate our models
using large-scale crowd-based feedback and conduct a comparative analysis across
different product categories.
Concretely, we focus on two primary tasks – (i) analyzing factors affecting review
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helpfulness; and (ii) building models to prevent bias in helpfulness voting of product
review. We discuss these tasks in detail below.
1. Analyzing factors influencing review helpfulness.
We first aim to analyze various review attributes and understand how they influence
product review helpfulness. More specifically, we seek to explore review features
from different angles – statistical, semantic, and contextual, and understand how
each feature’s influence varies across different product categories. Helpfulness score
prediction has been an integral part of review ranking and recommendation tasks
and has been studied extensively [13] [19] [18] [22] [16] [25].
However, factors that determine review helpfulness for a particular product can-
not be generalized across all product categories. Therefore it is important to un-
derstand how the influence of various review attributes vary by category time. [22]
conducted experiments on 6 products within a single category (Electronics) in to-
tal. [25] conducted a more comprehensive analysis using 5 different categories with
41,850 product reviews for the task of helpfulness score prediction. In comparison
to previous literature, our work is significantly more extensive as we conduct our
analysis across 6 product categories and 3 product items within each category.
2. Building models to mitigate bias in helpfulness voting.
In the second part of this thesis, we introduce the notion of bias in helpfulness
voting activity, and discuss possible intrinsic sources of bias on review platforms. We
further extend our discussion by proposing preliminary machine learning techniques
to generate review similarity clusters which are based on various aspects of a product
review. The goal of this approach is to prototype methods for mitigating bias in




In this section, we discuss the key challenges encountered during our research. We
also elaborate on how we addressed each challenge while ensuring that our approach
remained most suitable to address our goals.
Lack of Ground Truth.
The bane of any machine learning task is having data but no labels (or class in-
formation). Since supervised learning requires annotations, labelled data makes
training easier, effective and also allows for varied experimentation with different
models. Model evaluation and model comparison becomes a well-defined task and
the boundaries for the state-of-the-art approaches can be pushed further.
In contrast to the above, unlabelled data not only makes it difficult to evaluate
model performance, but even preliminary analysis for feature selection becomes a
challenge as there is no response to compare feature importance/correlation against.
Having a similar unlabelled dataset, we had two possible approaches to consider
• Create labels for data: Converting an unsupervised task into a supervised
learning problem using data annotation methods can overcome the problem of
model/feature selection. However, in our case, it is quite difficult to quantify
the extent to which a given product review may be biased; review bias can
only be detected in comparison to a control variable or across a certain feature
(such as time).
• Unsupervised learning: Approaches such as clustering, generative modeling
can be used to find patterns in the data, which may yield better neighborhoods
for recommendation due to high similarity in latent space.
In order to evaluate our models in the absence of labels, we generated crowd-based
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annotations from surveys on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. We conducted
separate surveys for each model’s generated recommendation of similar style reviews
for a given product review and compared the results in terms of reduction in crowd
bias towards older reviews.
Sparsity in user-item matrix.
In order for us to perform our analysis on all product categories listed in the Amazon
product review dataset [20], we required that category have a large review corpus
that aligned with our requirements.
(a) Corpus Sizes (b) No. of reviews
Figure 1.3: (a) Number of reviews across product categories (b) Review count after
filtering for helpful votes (Left Bar: Total, Right Bar: >= 10 helpfulness votes)
Figure 1.3 (a) shows the skewed count of review data collected for each product
category. Even in a 5-core matrix setting, the corpus varies from 10k to 9 million
reviews depending on the category selected. Figure 1.3 (b) shows the drastic decrease
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in review count when categories were filtered for reviews containing at least >= 10
helpfulness votes. Therefore, it became unsuitable to conduct our experiments on
sparsely populated categories. In order to explore accumulative bias, we wanted
categories where reviews have large temporal variance i.e. contain a mix of old
and recently posted reviews. Additionally, we also wanted categories where a large
number of reviews were available, so we could obtain a good set of similar review
candidates by applying unsupervised clustering methods.
Finally, we also wanted to maintain diversity in categories in terms of their utility.
Categories such as Books, Movies & TV, Video Games are experience goods as they
need to be experienced by a user to be consumed and can their usefulness is highly
subjective. In contrast, Electronics, Home & Kitchen and Health & Personal Care
are categories with more functional dimensions and usually have technical specifica-
tions which are not subject to opinion. Having both types of categories would help
us investigate the variation in the influence of factors determining review helpfulness.
Absence of temporal history.
In order to find bias in review helpfulness, it is worth exploring to track the deviation
of review helpfulness score as a moving average over time. Based on the above
time series, we could draw comparison between a 5 year intervals for reviews in two
different era’s (2005-2010 and 2010-2015). It would then be a matter of comparing
slope coefficients for both series and detecting statistically significant differences.
However, we do not possess records of the evolution of product reviews over time.
Instead, we have a snapshot of the state of product reviews at a given time i.e. when
the data was collected. This makes detecting temporal bias complicated as we do
not have historical data for any review under consideration.
We can however, get an understanding of the underlying bias by using a block
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design in our experiments. We categorize the review helpfulness score distribution
into 3 blocks – low, medium and high and look at the proportional distribution of
review age within each block, to check for presence of bias.
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized into 5 sections. Section 2 talks about the
related literature on review helpfulness and factors that influence helpfulness scores,
as well as works on analyzing biases in voting scores. Section 3 discusses our ap-
proach on data selection, analyzing features and their importance to helpfulness
scores across diverse product categories. Section 4 introduces the notion of biases
in review helpfulness voting, and explores methods to detect two sources of intrinsic
biases - Accumulative and Opinion biases. Section 5 focuses on different modelling
approaches to mitigating voting bias and their evaluation using various methods.




This section focused on understanding related research literature on review help-
fulness and bias in review helpfulness voting. There is a good amount of literature on
the task of review helpfulness prediction. We will discuss some of their approaches in
the forthcoming sections and how our work differs in context to existing approaches.
2.1 Analyzing Review Helpfulness
Although determining whether a review was helpful or not seems to be a subjec-
tive opinion of an online shopper, research has shown there there are deeper underly-
ing structures in the review information that govern consumers’ evaluation opinions.
For example, Danescu et al. [8] analyzed review helpfulness by constructing var-
ious hypotheses based on statistical features such as rating deviation from mean,
direction of deviation, and deviation by variance of ratings. However, their focus
was entirely on the rating aspect of the review and not on the review text. Other
works such as [13] include various feature classes (structural, lexical, syntactic etc.)
to rank reviews based on helpfulness score. Chen et al. [6] conducted empirical
based studies to verify different hypotheses by investigating correlation between re-
view features and helpfulness scores. All of the above endeavors focus on either a
small set of products or a single product category. Alternatively, we analyze a set of
highly reviewed products across various categories, and aim to explore the change in
feature relationships with helpfulness scores across different categories. Additionally
we explore possible sources of bias in helpfulness voting, and instead of predicting
helpfulness, we propose models that may remove biases.
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2.1.1 Selecting Relevant Features
A lot of literature has focused on the task of predicting helpfulness scores as a
means to another goal – either to provide better review recommendation or identify
underlying causes that make a good review/reviewer. Though many of these efforts
vary in their approach to model review helpfulness, they follow a similar methodology
in performing some analysis or hypothesis testing for selecting features.
Previous studies have explored various aspects of review attributes that can be
considered factors influencing review helpfulness. We discuss some of the common
attributes in existing literature in the upcoming sections.
Rating statistics. Studies conducted by [8] [14] [23] show that statistical aspects of
product rating information are strong contributors in determining review helpfulness.
Danescu et al. [8] used rating deviation from mean to show that there exists a
directional bias i.e. reviews having a positive rating deviation from mean rating have
higher helpfulness than those having a negative deviation. Korfiatis et al. [14] verified
a conformity hypothesis to show that reviews having ratings closer to the mean should
have higher helpfulness score that those away from the mean. Otterbacher et al. [23]
hypothesized that consumers who have “extreme” opinions on products are more
likely to exhibit their emotions, and use strong words, which can have a correlation
with helpfulness.
Review text-based features. Most studies investigate text-based review at-
tributes and explore the correlation with helpfulness. Previous works like [23] [16]
[14] suggested review readability as a useful feature since, consumers perceive them
as high quality content and are therefore, likely to up-vote well written reviews as
helpful.
Other text based statistics such as number of upper case words, punctuation
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marks (!, ?) etc. indicate strong emphasis of opinion and can influence readers
compared to reviews with a more monotonic style. Kim et al. [13] explore syntactic
features such as Parts-of-speech (POS) distribution of nouns, verbs and adjectives
in a review. Lee et al. [18] used proportion of small (single character), medium (2-9
characters) and large (> 10 characters) length words in a review as input to their
neural model.
Some studies found that emotion-based attributes (sentiment, positively/negatively
structured sentences) also contribute in predicting helpfulness. Connors et al. [7]
found that reviews that contain both positive and negative aspects (such as pro/con
listings) are generally found to be more helpful that uni-directional oriented reviews.
Kim et al. [13] used semantic features from words like “amazing” and ’weak’ for
describing sentiment in their approach.
The extent to which a review is factual vs opinionated has been deemed useful
in some literature. More specifically, the degree of review subjectivity or objectivity
has been o of particular interest in some works. Krishnamoorthy et al. [16] utilized
subjectivity by calculating the proportion of opinion based words (positive or neg-
ative) in a review. Otterbacher et al. [23] explored the effect of objectivity as a
feature based on the formulation that highly objective reviews have strong similarity
with the product description.
Another feature that has been commonly mentioned is the timeliness of reviews,
i.e. temporal information of a review. Krishnamoorthy et al. [16] utilizes review
data information based on past research studies that show its relation to helpfulness
score. Otterbacher et al. [23] considered the earliest time a review for a product was
posted based on the argument that older reviews tend to have less number of votes.
Review metadata. In addition to the aforementioned features, studies have also
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investigate some uncommon meta-data such as rating valance [6], product prices [18],
reviewer-reader similarity [7] and reviewer innovativeness [24], to name a few.
2.1.2 Modelling Review Helpfulness
Several studies have explored models for a prediction task on review helpfulness.
We explore some of the commonly used approaches in these works
Regression/ Hypothesis testing based approaches. Studies that focus on fac-
tors determining review helpfulness have explored review features and built hypothe-
ses. In order to validate their propositions, some works have performed correlation
tests on their hypothesis [10] [14] [13] [22] [23] [24] using regression models and in-
terpreted their p-value scores as indicators for the features’ statistical significance.
Neural network based approaches. Lee et al. [18] selected 20 features from
review characteristics as input to their backpropagation multilayer perceptron neu-
ral network. They trained a 3-layer shallow network for 100 epochs and validated
performance using k-fold cross validation.
Other Predictive Models. Krishnamoorthy et al. [16] compared predictive perfor-
mance using Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest
(RandF) models. [33] used a SVM Regressor with an RBF based kernel while Park
et al. [25] used SVM Regressor, M5P (Decision Tree) and RandF for the prediction
task.
Crowd-sourced methods. Connors et al. [7] used a survey-based approach with
a sample size of 40 business undergraduate students and 20 reviews to understand
constituents of helpfulness in a review. Wan et al. [30] used 80 randomly selected
graduate students and received a total of 74 valid responses.
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2.2 Bias in Review Helpfulness Voting
Since bias in review helpfulness is a relatively new problem, research literature
is scarce. Studies such as [2] have explored bias in online reviews focused towards
comparing web vs email-prompted reviews. In the online e-commerce setting, Sipos
et al. [29] show that consumers vote a review as “helpful” or “not helpful” based on
a certain context; for example, voting activity correlates with the amount of ranking
deviation of the review from its “true” rank.
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3. ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING REVIEW HELPFULNESS
In this section, we will focus on the approach used for analyzing bias in helpfulness
votes and factors that influence helpfulness voting.
3.1 Dataset selection
We decided to conduct our experiments on the Amazon product review dataset
McAuley et al. [20] as it was categorically diverse, contained large review corpus
sizes and readily available metadata information (timestamp, helpful voting score,
productID) about each review. Additionally there exists a product metadata corpus
for each product category which contains more features [20]. The dataset contains
more than 140 million product review across 24 different product categories and
spans reviews from May 1996 - July 2014. Each review in the dataset is stored in a
JSON-dictionary format as shown below in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Sample Review JSON data
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The JSON key definitions are provided below [20]
• reviewerID : Encrypted user ID for the reviewer (uid)
• asin : Encrypted product ID (pid)
• reviewerName : User name
• helpful : A list [x, y] where
x = number of users who voted review as ’helpful’
y = total number of users who voted on the review
• reviewText : The review in text format (rtext)
• overall : The product rating (ratingpid) where
ratingpid ∈ [0, 5] and ratingpid ∈ Z>0
• summary : The title of the review (rtitle)
• unixReviewTime : The time review was posted (unix time format)
• reviewTime: The time the review was posted (raw format)
Due to the high sparsity in the user-item map, we decided to use a 5-core dense
subset of the dataset, where at least 5 products have been reviewed by a user, and
at least 5 reviews are available for each product. This ensured that we have enough
review content for each product.
For our research, we initially performed analysis on all 24 product categories.
However, our requirements of selecting older reviews with high helpfulness scores
and recent reviews with lower number of votes introduced an additional amount of
sparsity in the categories. Thus we decided to reduce our category set to only those
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categories having a significant share of review data. We finally performed our analysis
on 6 product categories namely - Books, Movies & TV, Video Games, Electronics,
Health Personal Care, Home & Kitchen to keep a mix of experiential and functional
based goods.
Review Distribution and Analysis In order to better understand how our data
is distributed, we explore feature distributions across various product categories in
greater detail. We are interested in understanding the global feature distribution and
draw comparisons between them across categories. Figure 3.2 shows the star rating
distribution for each of the 6 categories. The rating distribution in the data is slightly
bipolar, with larger review frequency at extreme scores. This can be ascribed to the
fact that majority of the reviewers have a tendency to leave an “extreme” product
rating based on whether they were satisfied/unsatisfied with the purchased product.
To remove voting scores that can contain significant bias, we filtered out reviews
that had less than 10 number of votes in total. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution
of review helpfulness score across different categories. The plot contains a similar
pattern across all categories - left skewed with larger proportion of reviews containing
high helpful scores. However, an interesting observation here is for experiential goods
(refer to Figures 3.3(a), 3.3(c) and 3.3(e), the distribution has heavier tail compared
to that for functional goods (refer to Figures 3.3(b), 3.3(d) and 3.3(f)).
3.2 Factors Influencing Review Helpfulness
We now explore various review attributes and how they influence review help-
fulness scores. Before we being our analysis, it is important to define what review
helpfulness means. Since we have the review voting information available, we define
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(a) Books (b) Electronics
(c) Music & TV (d) Health & Personal Care
(e) Video Games (f) Home & Kitchen
Figure 3.2: Review star rating distribution across categories
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(a) Books (b) Electronics
(c) Music & TV (d) Health & Personal Care
(e) Video Games (f) Home & Kitchen
Figure 3.3: Review helpfulness score distribution across categories
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the review helpfulness ratio rHR as
rphr =
Number of “helpful” votes





where x and y are obtained from our the ’helpful’ key in our JSON dictionary data.
3.2.1 Rating based features
Rating score for a product has been shown to provide useful information about
review helpfulness [8]. We compute the mean rating deviation for each category and
plot it against the review helpfulness score.
Mean Rating Deviation
For a given review r on a product p with a rating score rpscore we define the mean










where K is the set of reviews for product p. For the product categories under
consideration, as shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, we can see that the effect of rating
deviation on helpfulness ratio follows a ’bell-shaped’ curve for the median values with
the maximum helpfulness ration centered around the mean rating i.e (deviation =
0). This is in concordance with the conformity hypothesis in previous literature that
a review is more helpful when its rating is close to the mean rating across all reviews
for that product [8]. Another interesting observation here is that the distribution of
helpfulness score has comparatively heavier tails for experiential goods and lighter
tails (with larger number of outliers) for functional goods. This indicates stronger
coherence of helpfulness scores in functional goods, when the review rating is close
to the mean rating for that category.
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(a) Books
(b) Music & TV
(c) Video Games
Figure 3.4: Mean rating deviation vs helpfulness score for experiential Goods
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(a) Electronics
(b) Health & Personal Care
(c) Home & Kitchen
Figure 3.5: Mean rating deviation vs helpfulness score for functional goods
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3.2.2 Text Statistics based features
Research has shown that review features such as length, and other statistics
(upper case words, punctuation marks etc.) play a role in the consumers’ voting
behavior on review helpfulness [18] [23] [22] [24]. In our work, we consider the
following text based features.
Review length
Review length has a non-linear relationship with review helpfulness as shown in
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 below. Moreover, the non-linearity is consistent across all product
categories, which indicates that longer reviews are in general, considered more helpful
than short reviews. From these figures, we see that helpfulness scores for reviews that
are less than 100-200 words in length are significantly lower. However, beyond the
optimum review length, reviews that are too verbose tend to have lower helpfulness
scores as well (although the rate varies based on product category).
Number of Upper Case words
Reviewers use upper case words for emphasis in both positive and negative contexts.
Therefore it is of interest to see if how the upper case word count affects review
helpfulness scores. Figures 3.8, 3.9 show these distributions across categories. From
the plots we can observe that for experiential goods, the helpfulness score is maximum
around a count of 20-30 words, and then begins to drop as the upper case word count
increases. However, for functional goods, the helpfulness score is comparatively




(b) Music & TV
(c) Video Games
Figure 3.6: Review length vs helpfulness score for experiential goods
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(a) Electronics
(b) Health & Personal Care
(c) Home & Kitchen
Figure 3.7: Review length vs helpfulness score for functional goods
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(a) Books
(b) Music & TV
(c) Video Games
Figure 3.8: Upper case word count vs helpfulness score for experiential goods
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(a) Electronics
(b) Health & Personal Care
(c) Home & Kitchen
Figure 3.9: Upper case word count vs helpfulness score for functional goods
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Number of Punctuation Marks
Similar to the above feature, punctuation marks such as ! and ? also are worth
considering, since they affect the tone of the message and can increase the readers
engagement with the review. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 shows the relationship between
punctuation mark counts and helpfulness scores. As discussed in upper case word
counts, we see a similar behaviour between experiential and functional goods with
respect to how the helpfulness scores decrease as punctuation mark count increases.
Number of Votes
We look at voting activity on reviews since it indicates the readers’ collective orien-
tation about whether a review was helpful or not. In order to get a better under-
standing of how voting affects review helpfulness, we categorized number of votes for
a review into various bin sizes. Figure 3.12 shows this relationship across different
product categories. A key difference between experiential goods (Figures 3.12(a),
3.12(c), 3.12(e)) and functional goods (3.12(b), 3.12(d), 3.12(f)) is that experiential
goods have significantly higher variance in their helpfulness scores for reviews having
larger number of votes. This is particularly exemplified in Figure 3.12(e) where the
distribution seems to diverge into high and low helpfulness zones.
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(a) Books
(b) Music & TV
(c) Video Games
Figure 3.10: Punctuation mark count vs helpfulness score for experiential goods
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(a) Electronics
(b) Health & Personal Care
(c) Home & Kitchen
Figure 3.11: Punctuation mark count vs helpfulness score for functional goods
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(a) Books (b) Electronics
(c) Music & TV (d) Health & Personal Care
(e) Video Games (f) Home & Kitchen
Figure 3.12: Number of votes vs helpfulness score across categories
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3.2.3 Context based features
Moving away from review and rating statistics, we propose that a review’s help-
fulness score also depends upon its overall quality. By quality, we mean features that
represent the review in a contextual manner, such as writing style, easy of compre-
hension and sentiment. Therefore we seek to analyze such features, that represent
the contextual aspects of the review text.
Review Sentiment
Reviews that contain elements indicating a distinct sentiment towards an entity
(product or service) tend to be helpful to online consumers since they indicate a
clear opinion of the reviewer on whether they liked/disliked the product. [22] [33].
Therefore we consider sentiment scores of product reviews in our analysis. In order
to compute these scores, we use the Stanford nltk sentiment analyzer and select the
compound (normalized) component as our sentiment score. [3].
POS Distribution
Linguistic features for predicting review helpfulness had been widely used in litera-
ture. We look at the count of Parts-of-Speech of the review text in Noun, Adjective
and Verb families, with respect to their effect on review helpfulness. Table 3.1 shows
the various tags under each POS family. Our intuition is that more descriptive words
should correlated with higher helpfulness scores.
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Noun Family Tags Adjective Family Tags Verb Family Tags
POS Tag Description POS Tag Description POS Tag Description
NN Noun, singular or mass JJ Adjective VB Verb, base form
NNS Noun, plural JJR Adjective, comparative VBD Verb, past tense
NNP Proper noun, singular JJS Adjective, superlative VBG Verb, gerund or present participle
NNPS Proper noun, plural VBN Verb, past participle
VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present
VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present
Table 3.1: Various POS tags used in our analysis
3.2.3.1 Feature Importance
In order to understand what features were more important predictors for review
helpfulness, we performed a correlation test between each review feature considered
and our target variable - review helpfulness score. Table 3.2 shows the results of
our correlation analysis with Pearson correlation values across different product cat-
egories. Adjacent to the correlation scores are the respective two tailed p-values
indicating statistical significance of the correlation scores. Our analysis shows that
mean absolute deviation, review length are comparatively better predictors than the
other review features considered for both experiential based and functional based
goods. Review sentiment score is another feature that has relatively higher correla-
tion for some of the product categories.
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Type Metric BOO MTV VGA ELE HPC HKT
mad
score -0.033 0.256 0.190 0.288 0.193 0.217
p-value 0.002** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000***
review
length
score 0.147 0.218 0.166 0.101 0.102 0.103
p-value 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000***
# votes
score 0.024 -0.019 -0.012 0.042 0.073 0.043
p-value 0.022** 0.075* 0.376 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000***
sentiment
score
score -0.010 0.105 0.085 0.155 0.047 0.146
p-value 0.350 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.028** 0.000***
year
score -0.084 -0.066 -0.042 -0.019 -0.030 -0.042
p-value 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.002*** 0.063* 0.163 0.000***
# upper
case
score 0.077 0.040 0.085 0.061 0.047 0.027
p-value 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.027** 0.026**
# punc
marks
score 0.019 -0.026 -0.013 -0.021 0.007 0.007
p-value 0.074* 0.012** 0.331 0.039** 0.740 0.548
POS
Noun
score -0.006 -0.034 -0.002 -0.017 -0.021 -0.001
p-value 0.588 0.001*** 0.852 0.090* 0.318 0.943
POS
Adjective
score -0.026 -0.024 0.003 0.010 -0.037 -0.006
p-value 0.016** 0.024** 0.803 0.309 0.086* 0.618
POS
Verb
score -0.001 0.026 0.032 -0.035 -0.003 -0.020
p-value 0.908 0.012** 0.017 0.000*** 0.890 0.102
Table 3.2: Feature correlation scores by product category. BOO: Books, MTV:
Movies & TV, VGA:Video Games, ELE:Electronics, HPC:Health & Personal Care,
HKT:Home & Kitchen. ***, ** and * represent 0.001, 0.05 and 0.1 significance lev-
els respectively
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3.3 Summary of Analysis
In this chapter, we looked at review features from ratings-based, text-statistics
based and context based backgrounds. We also analyzed each feature and compared
their influence on review helpfulness scores across product categories. Here we re-
iterate our key findings.
• Product reviews are more likely to be voted “helpful” when
– review star ratings are closer to the mean star rating of all reviews in that
category.
– review length is not too short ( 100 or more words) but not too large.
– number of upper case words/punctuation marks are at least 10 or more
but not too large.
• Experiential and Functional based goods can be contrasted as shown
– For reviews that have high helpful scores, the distribution is more coherent
(with long zipfian tails and more outliers) for functional based goods, while
experiential goods have heavy tails with lesser number of outliers.
– Reviews with large number of votes have significantly greater variance in
experiential based goods as opposed to functional based goods.
– Review features such as rating deviation from mean, review length and
sentiment score are the most correlated features with review helpfulness
for both classes of products.
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4. ANALYSIS OF BIAS IN HELPFULNESS VOTING
4.1 Analyzing Bias in Helpfulness Voting
More recently, there have been a number of factors that can cause bias in review
rankings due to manipulation of helpfulness voting. 3rd-party sellers can act as agents
who introduce biased user voting in the marketplace, which can affect a particular
products review ranking by showing more positive reviews in the top than critical
ones as shown in Figure 4.1. Marketing campaigns as shown in Figure 4.2 that
encourage sellers to opt for such services that artificially boost the helpful votes on
appreciative reviews and conceal critical reviews by voting them as ’not helpful’.
Such external influence can damage customer trust on the genuineness of the
reviewer and eventually the overall review system. Tackling such 3rd-party agents
can be tricky, and is currently outside the scope of this thesis. We are particularly
interested in more intrinsic sources of bias; that are either created due to the platform
structure, or the inherent bias in the community.
4.1.1 Accumulative Bias
This form of bias is self-propagating on platforms where being early has an accu-
mulative reward effect; an early review (that may be average in its true helpfulness)
gets viewed first due to its existence, gets voted up which in turn increases its review
rank thus forming a self-sustaining cycle referred to as the Matthew Effect. This
‘rich-get-richer’ form of bias has been studied in the context of online e-commerce
reviews [30]. However we aim to provide preliminary models to reduce the effect of
this form of bias.
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Figure 4.1: Advertisement campaigns to promote manipulation of review voting
4.1.2 Opinion Bias
Previous studies on review helpfulness have tested various hypothesis on the
similarity between the reviewer and the reader’s mindset/interests [7]. Other works
have posited that the review helpfulness scores are not representative of the ‘true’
scores (i.e. if the entire population of shoppers voted on the reviews) [30]. Therefore,
there seems to exist a inherent opinion withing each review reader that drives an
opinion-based bias.
Figure 4.2: 3rd party services selling upvotes to sellers
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We are interested in exploring this form of bias in a topical context, where each
review can be described using a distribution of key topics. In order to get the context-
based topical structure from reviews of a product category, we employ unsupervised
machine learning approaches for generative modelling.
4.2 Detecting Bias in review helpfulness
In this section, we discuss methods used for analyzing the presence of intrinsic
biases in the review helpfulness setting.
4.2.1 Detecting Accumulative Bias
To detect accumulative bias within a product category, we first define 3 classes
for helpfulness scores - low score (0 < rhr ≤ 0.33), medium score(0.33 < rhr ≤ 0.67)
and high score (0.67 < rhr ≤ 1.0). Then we look at the proportion of reviews in
each score class, grouped by year to understand the proportion of year-wise review
contribution in each score class. In the presence of no bias, each review group would
have an equal probability of being voted as helpful/not-helpful regardless of the time
it was posted. Figure 4.3 shows how the proportion of new reviews changes from low
helpfulness to high helpfulness class across categories. We see that throughout each
category, there is some degree of reduction in the proportion of new reviews, which
strongly indicates the presence of accumulative bias.
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Figure 4.3: Helpfulness score classes vs proportion of new reviews
4.2.2 Detecting Opinion bias using Topic Models
As shown in previous studies, consumers tend to have self-developed biased based
on their personal interests and preferences, which can determine their opinion on a
particular review. For example, if a diverse group of consumers are asked what
makes a helpful review for an electronics product (laptop, mobile phone), we might
hear varying answers like ’talks about the durability of the laptop over time’ or ’lists
pros/cons of the product’ or ’compares to other products in similar price range’.
Such contexts if extracted from review text, can be useful in determining review
helpfulness.
We explore topic modelling as a generative modelling approach to construct topic
distributions for product reviews across various categories. We employ a popular
topic modelling approach known as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] which rep-
resent documents as a probability distribution of various topics (which themselves
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are represented as distributions of words). In order to visualize these topic distri-
butions, we employ a popular library - pyLDAvis [28] which shows the topic cluster
orientations in a low-dimensional space as well as the most relevant term distribu-
tion for each topic. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the LDA topic distributions across
different product categories.
From these plots we observe that topic distributions vary across each category.
However, certain similarities exist in how topics themselves are distributed in terms
of context words. For experiential goods, the most dominant topics (highlighted
in red) have word frequency distribution with light tails, compared to functional
based goods. This indicates that contextually, a category such as Books may contain





Figure 4.4: LDA based topic models for Books and Electronics
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(a) Music & TV
(b) Health & Personal Care
Figure 4.5: LDA based topic models for Movies & TV and Health & Personal care
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(a) Video Games
(b) Home & Kitchen
Figure 4.6: LDA based topic models for Video Games and Home & Kitchen
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4.3 Summary of Analysis
In this chapter, we explored possible sources of intrinsic biases in review helpful-
ness voting. We summarize our key findings below
• Accumulative bias
– Also known as “Matthew Effect”, this refers to intrinsic bias due to reward
policy that benefits entities existing earlier in time, causing them to get
higher scores and pushing their rankings up, in a self-perpetuating fashion.
– We observed how the proportion of newly posted review decreases as help-
fulness score bins increase from low to high, indicating that likelihood of
older reviews receiving higher helpful votes is more.
• Opinion bias
– We also looked at user preferential bias and explored topic modeling tech-
niques to understand contextual distribution of reviews across different
product categories.
– For experiential goods, word distribution on topics had lighter tails and
consisted of few key terms, while functional goods had more uniformity
in their term distribution over topics.
– We explore crowd-annotated results on opinion bias in Section 5.
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5. MODELS TO MITIGATE VOTING BIAS
Based on the observation of bias and helpfulness in the previous chapter, we turn
here to exploring methods to mitigate this bias. Our goal is to explore preliminary
approaches based on unsupervised learning methods that could be used to mitigate
intrinsic bias to some extent. Figure 5.1 shows a more generalized view of our
approach to model building. We select reviews across different product categories
from our curated data. We extract the relevant features based on our analysis of
feature importance to review helpfulness.
To this end, we experimented with different techniques such as tf-idf, Doc2Vec,
and combining Doc2Vec with engineered feature embeddings derived from review
meta-data (Doc2Vec*).
Figure 5.1: General Model building approach
In the rest of this chapter, we introduce our approach to building models that aim
to reduce the biases present in review helpfulness voting. Our goals is to recommend
a set of top-k most similar reviews r ∈ Srt within a category, given a target review rt.
Therefore, we consider various methods to compute review similarity, which differ in
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their review attribute selection.
5.1 Baseline Model: tf-idf
Term frequency-inverse document frequency is a widely used numerical statistic
in the field information retrieval and document mining. It is used to represent the
importance of a particular word in a document or corpus, and therefore, is the basis
of modern search engine algorithms.
The tf-idf score is a product of two different numerical scores, the term frequency
tf - which indicates how frequent a particular term t is in a given review document d,
and the inverse document frequency idf which indicates the degree of informativeness
of a particular term t. By degree of informativeness, we mean that words that are
more commonly used across most documents (common nouns) contain comparatively
lesser information as opposed to more-specific words (technical jargon) that may be
present in a select few documents.
To compute the tf component, we compute the raw count of the term t in review
document d. The idf component is calculated by first computing the document
frequency dft,d of term t as the number of review documents that contain term t.
The idf score is then calculated as the logarithm of the ratio of total documents in
the corpus to the document frequency of term t.
tft,d = Frequency count of term t in review document d
dft,D = Frequency count of review document |d ∈ D : t ∈ d|
(5.1)




where N = |D| is the total number of documents in corpus D. Finally, the tf-idf score
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for term t and review document d is given as




Using the tf-idf score information, we create an embedding vector Ud ∈ RT for each
review document d where T is the term vocabulary size in corpus D. It is a trivial
observation that Ud is highly sparse since the the term count in a document d is
significantly smaller than the term vocabulary size |V |.
∀t ∈ T U td =

> 0 if t ∈ d
0 if t 6∈ d
(5.4)
It is important to point here that the tf-idf score for each term t is computed using
a ’bag-of-words’ (BOW) model approach. In other words, the relative ordering of
terms in the review document is not considered important; only the presence of a
particular term is counted. This approach has two clear disadvantages. Firstly,
the embedding vectors are highly sparse since the vocabulary size T is much larger
than the set of terms in any given review document d. This sparsity often generates
dissimilarities between two reviews that may be similar in context, but different in
the usage of terms. Secondly, the bag-of-words model approach doesn’t take into
account, the semantic aspect of the review document. Therefore, words sequences
that have complementary meanings can have a high similarity score, if the terms
used are the same.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the general approach to our model building
remains relatively unchanged. Figure 5.2 shows our model for tf-idf based embed-
dings. We pre-process the review corpus, to select ASINs within each category that
contain at least 200 reviews. This is done to ensure the non-sparsity of the embed-
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Figure 5.2: Model architecture for TF-IDF based embeddings
ding space. We then create a bag-of-words (BOW) corpus from a particular product’s
review text for each category.
Using the BOW corpus, we create a tf-idf model which gives us an embedding
vector with a dimension equal to the term vocabulary size. Using these embeddings,
we generate a tf-idf similarity matrix M where any element mij ∈ M represents
the cosine similarity score between review i and review j for a single ASIN in each
category. Our final ’most-similar’ reviews are the top-k candidate reviews for each
target review based on the cosine similarity score.
5.2 Including Semantics: Doc2Vec Embedding Approach
We can think of improving our baseline by incorporating semantic information
from our review document embeddings instead of simply using numerical statistics.
Word embedding techniques are an excellent approach to language modeling, which
generate dense word vectors (compared to the large and sparse tf-idf vectors) that
contain semantic information. A popular method for generating word embeddings
is Word2Vec, which uses neural networks get a vector representation of words in
context. [21]
Although word embeddings are helpful in determining contextual similarity be-
tween words, we are particularly interested in similarity between entire reviews.
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We use the Doc2Vec approach to create numerical representation of review docu-
ments/paragraphs [17]. Doc2Vec is based upon Word2Vec with the difference that
we use an additional feature - the paragraph ID along with the individual words as
input to the neural network.
(a) PV-DBOW (b) PV-DM
Figure 5.3: Doc2Vec methods to create paragraph vectors
Figure 5.3 shows two widely used implementations of Doc2Vec for generating
Paragraph Vectors (PV) using Distributed-Bag-of-Words (PV-DBOW) which is based
on the skip-gram Word2Vec model, and Distributed Memory (PV-DM) based on the
Continuous-Bag-of-Words (CBOW) Word2Vec model [11]. The D vector i.e. the
reviewID, is unique to each review and therefore can be considered as useful infor-
mation about the review itself. It is trained along with the word vectors and becomes
the numeric representation of the review. In our approach we chose to proceed with
the PV-DM model as it has been shown to superior to the PV-DBOW model in
terms of achieving state-of-the-art results.
Figure 5.4 shows our approach to generating Doc2Vec embeddings. Similar to
the previous work flow, we convert review text into the desired input format for the
Doc2Vec model using a tagged document dictionary. The output from the model are
the latent embeddings for the review document vector. Each review was represented
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Figure 5.4: Model architecture for Doc2Vec based embeddings
as r ∈ Rd where d = 300 was a 300-dimensional embedding. For each target re-
view, we then compute the cosine similarity metric and select the top-k most similar
reviews.
5.3 Combining Semantics and Metadata: Doc2Vec* Model
The Doc2Vec model yields good representation of review text as vectors and gives
similar reviews that are more coherent compared to our baseline models. However,
the above methods do not account for any biases that may be present in the review,
possible due to review attributes such as length, number of votes etc. Therefore,
we create additional embedding dimensions using various review features discussed
before. Our new review embedding vector can be represented as r ∈ Rd+k where k =
10.
The 10 additional features selected for the Doc2Vec* model were -
• Rating deviation from mean
• Review length
• Number of votes
• Upper-case word count
• Punctuation marks count
• Sentiment Score
• Year of review post
• POS - Noun (NN) tags count
• POS - Adjective (JJ) tag count
• POS - Verb (VB) tag count
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Figure 5.5: Model architecture for Doc2Vec* based embeddings
To ensure that all features are equally weighted, we normalized each feature score








∀fi ∈ F (5.5)
The normalized review features are concatenated to the existing Doc2Vec review
embeddings as shown in Figure 5.5. For our experiments, we had 300 Doc2Vec em-
beddings and 10 normalized review features. We conjecture that using additional
attributes will normalize the review representations therefore reducing intrinsic bi-
ases, and yield higher-quality neighbors in terms of contextual similarity.
5.4 Evaluation
We employ crowd-sourced evaluation strategies for analyzing our model perfor-
mance, due to the unsupervised nature of our task . Since we require evaluation
over different model approaches, we found that large-scaled crowd-based annotation
platforms such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk would give us results that are most
representative of a large online community.
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5.4.1 Creating Amazon MTurk Questionnaire
We formulated our survey as a questionnaire designed to show reviewers different
product reviews and ask them which one do they find to be more helpful. In order to
draw comparisons between the reviews, we decided to keep two reviews side-by-side
for each question. The target review had a relatively older date (before 2010) and a
high helpfulness score (hr > 0.7), while the candidate review was one with the top-k
(k=5) highest cosine similarity score to the target review embedding. These two
categories of reviews were intentionally chosen since we wanted to contrast whether
the effect of accumulative bias can be mitigated to some extent by showing two
product reviews that are highly similar.
We were interested in two aspects of evaluation for each of the models proposed.
Firstly, we wanted to know whether the crowd is more likely to vote for the target
review (which had a high likelihood of accumulative bias) or the candidate review
which was similar to the target review, but did not have high voting activity and
hence could, not be shown to have such a bias.
Secondly, we wanted to get feedback from the crowd on their reasoning for voting
a particular review as more helpful over the other. This would provide insight into
the self-selection bias of user opinion subjectivity, that is intrinsic to such online
platforms. Understanding user-specific preferences with respect to what constitutes
helpfulness in a review would be paramount to review recommendation engines that
aim to improve review relevancy.
Moreover, we wanted to observe this behaviour across all categories under this
study and understand the variation in crowd-behaviour between the experiential and
functional class categories. We also wanted to understand how each of our proposed
models performed in these scenarios.
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(a) Helpful Review Question
(b) Reviewer Feedback Question
Figure 5.6: Amazon MTurk questionnaire sample
We curated a total of 90 review questions (6 product categories × 3 products
(ASIN) per category × 5 target-candidate pairs per ASIN). To ensure that the target
and candidate pairs were shown in an unstructured way we randomly sampled their
order of occurrence. For each question, we collected a total of 10 responses to get
an unbiased consensus on that question. We conducted independent surveys for
each model to and performed a comparative analysis of the crowd’s response across
each model. Figure 5.6 shows an example of a review question in our survey. We
show two reviews and ask the reader to select the ’more helpful’ option. The second
questions seeks to understand what constitutes the ’helpfulness’ aspect in the selected
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review, according to the reader. We provided the readers with 6 different options
that consisted of different aspects that may be indicators of a helpful review, which
are described as shown below
• Writing Style: The selected review had smooth flow, well-worded sentences
and definite structure.
• Review Readability: The selected review was simpler and clearer than its
counterpart making it easier to understand the opinion of the reviewer.
• Degree of Description: The selected review was more detailed and contained
descriptive elements (like adjectives and adverbs) making it richer in content.
• Degree of Insight: The selected review gave better insights into the product
(such as Pros/Cons, comparisons with other products).
• Polarity of Opinion/Sentiment: The selected review was clear in its opinion
on the product and had lesser ambiguity in its sentiment towards the product.
• Reviewer Expertise: The selected review seemed to be written by a person
who might have expertise in using the product or domain knowledge.
5.4.2 Analyzing Top-k similar reviews
The first part of our analysis is to understand how the top-k most similar reviews
for a given target review vary across categories and between different embedding
approaches. Table 5.1 shows various model results on the distribution of average
proportion of Old reviews (before 2010) and New reviews (after 2010) for different
products and categories. The proportion was calculated for each target review for a
product ASIN using top-100 most similar reviews. We see that the Doc2Vec* yields
the higher % of new reviews and therefore, gives the overall best performance.
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Class Type ASIN Product
tf-idf Doc2Vec Doc2Vec*






54.0 46.0 47.8 52.2 58.4 41.6
0006514006
Phillipa Gregory -
The Other Boleyn Girl
81.7 18.3 75.7 24.3 83.7 16.3
VGA
B00005Q8M0 Super Smash Bros Melee 91.7 8.3 87.1 12.8 86.5 13.5
B000FQ9QVI Super Mario Galaxy 81.9 18.1 75.3 24.7 76.2 23.8
Functional
ELE
B00004THCZ Canon Telephoto Zoom Lens 45.6 54.3 35.1 64.9 21.8 78.2
B00004T8R2 Panasonic Stereo Headphones 17.7 82.3 14.7 85.3 11.9 88.1
HKT
B000DLB2FI Keurig Coffee Filter 27.3 72.7 25.0 75.0 23.1 76.9
B0009ONZ8G Hoover Vacuum Cleaner 70.9 29.1 62.3 37.7 54.1 45.9
Table 5.1: Evaluation results for top-100 similar reviews. OR:Old Review, NR:New
Review, BOO:Books, VGA:Video Games, ELE:Electronics, HKT:Home & Kitchen
5.4.3 Analyzing MTurk Responses
Our evaluation from MTurk responses is shown in Table 5.2. For our survey, we
provided the (target, candidate) review pairs using the top-5 similar reviews for each
target review under consideration. Since the products were not common across each
model, we show the category-wide performance of each model in terms of proportions
of old vs new reviews voted as ’most helpful’ by the crowd. In this scenario as well,
we observe that Doc2Vec* model performs comparatively better than the tf-idf and
Doc2Vec models. This provided strong evidence that models incorporate semantic





#Votes OR (%) NR (%) #Votes OR (%) NR (%) #Votes OR (%) NR (%)
Experiential
BOO 150 69.3 30.7 150 58.0 42.0 149 51.0 49.0
MTV 150 56.0 44.0 150 50.0 50.0 156 43.4 56.7
VGA 149 48.3 51.7 150 50.0 50.0 150 47.3 52.7
Functional
ELE 150 49.3 50.7 152 52.0 48.0 156 54.0 46.0
HKT 149 64.4 35.6 150 55.3 44.7 150 60.7 39.3
HPC 150 43.3 56.7 150 56.0 44.0 150 32.0 68.0
Table 5.2: Evaluation results on Amazon MTurk responses. OR:Old Re-
view, NR:New Review, BOO:Books, MTV:Movies & TV, VGA:Video Games,
ELE:Electronics, HKT:Home & Kitchen, HPC:Health & Personal Care
Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of various criterion that user’s selected as their
primary reason for voting a particular review as helpful, based on review pairs gen-
erated by 3 different models. From the plots we can make two clear observations.
Firstly, the frequency distribution of criterion is non-uniform - the most voted
reason for helpfulness was Degree of Description while Polarity of Opinion/Sentiment
and Reviewer Expertise were voted with the lowest frequency. This confirms our
hypothesis on the ‘homophily effect’ that different users have different opinions when
it comes to what aspect of a review do they find the most helpful.
Secondly, the distribution of helpfulness criterion is consistent across all cate-
gories, which indicates that the bias is consistent across all product categories and
the nature of a helpful review independent of product/category type.
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(a) Books (b) Electronics
(c) Music & TV (d) Health & Personal Care
(e) Video Games (f) Home & Kitchen
Figure 5.7: Most helpful criterion responses from Amazon MTurk survey
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5.5 Summary of Analysis
In this section, we discussed different modeling approaches to generate review
embeddings and evaluated their performance. We summarize our key findings below
• Evaluation using top-100 most similar review
– We looked at proportion of old reviews (target) and new review (candi-
dates) from the top-100 most similar reviews for each model.
– Our Doc2Vec* gave the best overall performance (greater for functional
based goods than experiential based) while the Doc2Vec model gave the
next best results (primarily for experiential based goods).
• Evaluation using Amazon MTurk responses
– We performed a crowd-based annotation task on Amazon MTurk using
6 product categories, 3 products per categories and 5 most similar (tar-
get, candidate) review pairs, asking users to vote which review was more
helpful to them.
– Our Doc2Vec* model gave significantly better results than all other mod-
els, in terms of proportion of new reviews that were votes more helpful.
• User preferential bias
– We also asked users to select reason why a review seemed helpful to them,
based on different subjective aspects, and analyzed the voting distribution.
Due to the non-uniformity of selected criteria, we showed the presence of
user-preferential bias across different product categories.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we explored different Amazon product review attributes and how
they influence review helpfulness scores. We also showed how the degree of influence
of review attributes varies based on the nature of product categories. We extended
our research by investigating two sources of intrinsic biases in review helpfulness
scores (1) accumulative bias and (2) opinion bias and compared various machine
learning methods to mitigate the effect of biases. We showed that our Doc2Vec*
model gives the best performance by incorporating review metadata and text se-
mantics to create review embeddings and can be used to improve helpful review
recommendation.
6.1 Limitations
Some limitations of our study were (1) not considering how helpfulness scores
change over a review life-cycle due to lack of data availability (2) experimenting
with our modelling approaches in different review settings in order to test for gen-
eralization and (3) not exploring all possible review attributes (review readability,
reviewer expertise etc.) that were discussed in previous literature, since our goal was
to discuss preliminary embedding based methods for mitigating biases.
6.2 Future Work & Scope
Our work contributes to the existing research by analyzing review helpfulness in a
wider context by performing cross-categorical experiments. This work also improves
upon existing studies on helpfulness voting biases by proposing various modeling
approaches to mitigate helpfulness voting bias in product reviews.
Based on our results, we aim to further extend this study by studying the in-
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herent characteristics of the review community itself, and to understand underlying
attributes of product review writers and readers which determine the likelihood of a
review being up-voted or down-voted, from a cross-categorical perspective.
This work can also be extended by exploring the helpfulness ‘life-cycle’ of a review
by mining review helpfulness scores across product categories over a larger time pe-
riod and analyzing temporal deviations in helpfulness across various review features.
Additionally, analyzing review voting activity over time and looking for anomalous
‘spikes’ in voting activity is an interesting avenue to explore. These approaches can
provide stronger evidence to indicate helpfulness voting bias.
A more interesting problem that is an outcome from our work is whether we can
predict the ‘extent of bias’ in a given product review by a framework which can
predict the degree of bias in a product review and help us recommend reviews that
have low bias scores (that are likely to be unbiased reviews).
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